### LEED® v4 FOR BUILDING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION: NEW CONSTRUCTION

**GAF PRODUCT®**:
- **Exempt HPD**
- **Declare RLF**
- **EPD: Generic**

**Energy Opt 1 & 2**
- **EAc5 Declare RLF**
- **Option 2 EPD: Generic**
- **Exempt**

**Title 24 Exempt**
- **(White)**
- **(Select colors)**

**I10**
- **Exempt**
- **Exempt**

**EPD: Generic**
- **Exempt**
- **Exempt**
- **Exempt**
- **Exempt**

**MRc3**
- **Additional GAF roofing and/or pavement coating colors having a lower SRI or SR value**

For a complete listing of GAF roofing and pavement coating products and submittal documents for LEED® v4, visit GAF.com/GreenArchitects.

Note: OlyBond 500 is a registered trademark of OMG, Inc. Also download the GAF Green Building Playbook: Using GAF Products on SPEC Advisor.

FOR SPECIFIC PRODUCT DETAILS AND TO LOCATE THE REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION FOR LEED® v4, LIVING BUILDING CHALLENGE®, AND GREEN GLOBES®, VISIT: GAF.COM/GREENARCHITECTS

### LIVING BUILDING CHALLENGE® + B+C 2013

**GAF PRODUCT®**:
- **Exempt HPD**
- **Declare RLF**
- **EPD: Generic**

**Energy Opt 1 & 2**
- **EAc5 Declare RLF**
- **Option 2 EPD: Generic**
- **Exempt**

**Title 24 Exempt**
- **(White)**
- **(Select colors)**

**I10**
- **Exempt**
- **Exempt**

**EPD: Generic**
- **Exempt**
- **Exempt**
- **Exempt**
- **Exempt**

**MRc3**
- **Additional GAF roofing and/or pavement coating colors having a lower SRI or SR value**

For a complete listing of GAF roofing and pavement coating products and submittal documents for LBC, also download the GAF Green Building Playbook: Using GAF Products on SPEC Advisor.

FOR SPECIFIC PRODUCT DETAILS AND TO LOCATE THE REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION FOR LEED® v4, LIVING BUILDING CHALLENGE®, AND GREEN GLOBES®, VISIT: GAF.COM/GREENARCHITECTS

### GREEN GLOBES® – CANADA 2013

**GAF PRODUCT®**:
- **Exempt HPD**
- **Declare RLF**
- **EPD: Generic**

**Energy Opt 1 & 2**
- **EAc5 Declare RLF**
- **Option 2 EPD: Generic**
- **Exempt**

**Title 24 Exempt**
- **(White)**
- **(Select colors)**

**I10**
- **Exempt**
- **Exempt**

**EPD: Generic**
- **Exempt**
- **Exempt**
- **Exempt**
- **Exempt**

**MRc3**
- **Additional GAF roofing and/or pavement coating colors having a lower SRI or SR value**

For a complete listing of GAF roofing and pavement coating products and submittal documents for Green Globes®, also download the GAF Green Building Playbook: Using GAF Products on SPEC Advisor.

FOR SPECIFIC PRODUCT DETAILS AND TO LOCATE THE REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION FOR LEED® v4, LIVING BUILDING CHALLENGE®, AND GREEN GLOBES®, VISIT: GAF.COM/GREENARCHITECTS